Multiple pathway signal transduction by the cAMP-dependent protein kinase.
Since its discovery a quarter century ago, the cAMP-dependent protein kinase has been a central model for study of the mode of transduction of second messenger signals; more than 300 protein kinases are now known to play keys roles in cellular control. Multiple cellular events are initiated by the activation of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase and correlated with these events has been the identification of a broad spectrum of protein substrates. From model substrates and inhibitors an excellent understanding has been obtained of the "optimum" sequence for protein phosphorylation by the cAMP-dependent protein kinases, and now, from pioneering crystal structure studies, we are beginning to understand exactly how an optimum substrate can interact with and be efficiently phosphorylated by the kinase. The next important step is for us to understand the full sequence of events that occurs within the cell upon activation of the protein kinase, and it is abundantly evident that this is indeed a complex process. It is not sufficient to simply know which proteins are phosphorylated but it is critical that we understand the dynamics of the events surrounding the phosphorylation of multiple proteins, what factors dictate those dynamics, and what might happen when the sequence of events is perturbed. This review focuses on the first simple question that must be addressed, namely, how might proteins vary as substrates for the cAMP-dependent protein kinase and what ramifications might such variations have for the consequential events within the cell?